Conference Call for
Temporary Traffic Control Devices, Portable
Changeable Message Signs and Flashing Arrow Panels
March 22, 2006 @ 2:00 pm (EST)

Attendees:
Patti Gambill - SC  Mike McGough - AASHTO
Ken Smith  Meredith McDiarmid - NC
Amy Hearon - AASHTO  Danny Lane - TN
Jim Crowley  Heather Hall - TN
Bill Ward

1) Reports and Testing
   a) TTCD
      i) W-S 05 Report to be distributed for industry review
      ii) S-W 05 will be sent to NTPEP by TN for distribution
      iii) W-S 06 testing with delineator post with shear pin (not flexible). It will be reported
           as a separate category than flexible delineators
   b) PCMS – 2006 testing is underway

2) Work Plan
   a) TTCD – shear pin delineator posts discussion, what category would this type of post fit
      into the work plan. In the future, the panel will be notified of any products that do not fit
      into the work plan. They can review and decide whether to incorporate it into testing. At
      the meeting in May a survey will be taken to determine whether or not there is enough
      interest in a QwikCurb type product. How many impacts should be imposed on the
      delineators? The list reading is taken midway up the post, but the post is bent parallel to
      the road, this is reported as a 90 degree list.
   b) PCMS

3) DataMine
   a) TTCD Status Report (see attachments)
   b) PCMS

4) Old Business
   a) VMS – arrange for a couple of different signs at the site test this year and discuss at
      meeting in May. The interest is definitely there from both states and industry. But the
      signs are used much differently that what is currently being evaluated.

5) New Business
   a) Portable traffic signals – potential agenda item to determine the states interest.

6) Next Meeting in Wilmington, NC – Monday, May 8 @ 1:30 pm
7) Meeting Adjourned at 3:10 PM.